
Address Terms 
 
Language is used differently in different contexts and tells 

- where we fit in society 
- about our social class 
- whether it’s a formal/an informal situation 
- the relation to who we speak 

 
Focus on: Address terms 
 
“Call me Tony” implied Tony’s image “I’m one of you” 
 

1. Japanese honorifics 

- the speaker encodes respect. 
- there are at least 3 axes for honorifics 

 

1.1. Addressee 
encode respect or “you” (higher status, setting, age) 

a) polite 

koko--‐ni hon--‐ga ar--‐u 
here--‐at book--‐nom be--‐pres 
‘There is a book here.’ 
 

b) more polite 

koko--‐ni hon--‐ga ari--‐mas--‐u 
here--‐at book--‐nom be--‐hon--‐pres 
 

c) very polite (incl. suppleted form of “to be” = gozai) 

koko--‐ni hon--‐ga gozai --‐mas--‐u 

here--‐at book--‐nom be[hon]--‐hon--‐pres 
 

1.2. Referent 
encode politeness/respect to someone who is mentioned 
 

a) plain form 
b) suppletion of “to be” 
c) very respectful form 

 
Another system: put the status DOWN if the person you are talking about is OUT of your 
group! 
 

1.3. Nouns and Adjectives 
Honorific morphology appears not only on verbs, but also on nouns and adjectives, encoding 
respect to the owner! (allomorphy in the honorific prefix) 
 

1.4. Personal Pronouns 
There are a number of different forms in respect to female/male speaker and formality 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. Pronouns in various LAN – “T/V System” 

First attested use of plural to an individual: addressing the Emperor, 4th Century. Use 
appears then to have generalised. 

 
 

2.1. Factors that affect usage 
 
(paper: Brown, Roger and Albert Gilman. 1960. The pronouns of power and solidarity 
(Google Books) 
 

 V: power: asymmetric (uses have declined (solidarity winning out over power); range of 
use of reciprocal T has increased; use more general in Romance than in Germanic) 

 T: solidarity: symmetric (mutual T requires less solidarity in It, Dutch, Scandinavian 
than F or German) 

 

3. English Addressing 

 

Address Reference 

Principal The Principal 

Sir  

Sir Timothy Professor Sir Timothy O’Shea 

Professor O’Shea Professor O’Shea 

Mr. O’Shea Mr. O’Shea 

 Tim O’Shea 

Tim Tim 

 The Boss 

 Himself 

Timmy  

 
 


